INTRODUCTION
I do not know to what extent I should have accepted the writing of an
introduction to these three plays of my brother. Having accepted the
charge, I carry it out, but only after having overcome an inner resistance.
Because I owed him so much both in life and after his death, it seems to
me that with the writing of this I contribute, even in small measure,
toward the payment of a debt of fraternal love. Yet, perhaps that debt
should be left undisturbed.
For me, Federico Js theatre begins with my first childhood memories.
The first toy that Federico bought with his own money, by breaking
open his savings bank, was a miniature theatre. He bought it in Granada,
in a toy store called 'The North Star', which was on the Street of the
Catholic Kings. No plays came with this little theatre, so they had to be
made up. This must have been his first attempt at drama. There was also
the real theatre, to which our parents often took us, awakening in us an
affection for it from an early age. I remember that once in Malaga,
during someone's relaxed watchfulness, we ran off to go to the
theatre. They were giving a racy operetta, whose raciness we did not
savour. It "must have been an object of curiosity, to an audience of
men, to see two boys, very grave and well-mannered, in a box by
themselves.
But Federico was attracted by games of a theatrical nature even more
than by the real theatre. He liked to play at theatre and at marionettes,
to dress up the maids and make them go out into the street - grotesquely
dressed sometimes, or dressed as ladies - wearing my mother's or my
Aunt Isabel's street clothes. Priceless at these games was Dolores, my
nurse, who became the model for the servants in Blood Wedding and in
Dona Rosita, the Spinster. From her we heard our first folk-tales - those
of the unforgettable 'Pot-thumper' - at the fireside while our parents
passed an evening at the theatre. I can never forget one of our servants
dressed as a Moor, in towel and curtains, plastered with rice powder,
gravely reciting and half inventing *The Alcazar of Pearls'. In her won-
derful simplicity the poor woman did not realize how comic her per-
formance was, but we, with the cruelty the young sometimes have,
appreciated it fully. Make-believe, disguises, and masks charmed Feder-
ico the boy. They were like an unbreakable spell, for even then he had
begun to transform the world of fiction into a living reality and to
identify all of reality with a fantastic dream. Later he was to see life as a

